Traffic accidents on rise near UCF

MATT HEDGECOCK
Staff Writer

In an area where nearly 90,000 cars travel every day, many of them belonging to students in the area, safety is always a concern. Unfortunately for UCF, the intersection of Alafaya Trail and University Boulevard is been the site of some major accidents; for this year, involving serious injuries or criminal behavior.

A quick poll around campus doesn’t reveal many surprises regarding the perceived traffic safety around campus. \"It’s not as bad as it seems, especially University and Orange,\" said senior Andrew Wesner.

But as one senior knows how to drive, \"it’s not as bad as it seems,\" said sophomore Samuel Harmon.

The reason students don’t feel safe might not have anything to do with how the campus is setup with the UCF area, but may be the result of a larger problem. In 2001, Orlando had 14,820 reported fatalities for 100,000 people, the highest rate of any city in the nation, as compiled by The National Information Programs. American flags in three buildings were torn from their staffs Tuesday morning. Above, Senior Staff Writer AMBER PLANK.
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\"I’m doing right now what I really want to do with my life. I want to be a teacher.\"
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\"The person that did that ought to be punished. If he’s a U.S. citizen, then we should prosecute the sucker for defending the American flag.\"
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Where is Senator Posey?

DALE HULL
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Yes, Senator Posey has an office at UUF. As part of the

hospital, women's professional network and PTA, and as vice­
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In the change of ownership, UUF's government rela­
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I'm not sure what the space is set aside for. However, Posey is

"Sen. Posey has an office in this building."—Haberkorn said. The space is set aside for the use of

"This is a perfect opportunity to make sure that healthcare, the space is set aside for the use of

If you're not sure what the space is set aside for, you can call Sen. Posey at 904-637-8585. He can give us a tour of the space and see if he can
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR UP TO 60 MONTHS!
INCLUDES ALL 03 MODELS EXCEPT NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLES, 20TH ANNIVERSARY GTI, WOLFSBURG JETAS AND TOUAREG. HURRY LIMITED TIME OFFER
* 1.9% financing available through Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval. Offer good through 10/31/03

NEW 2004 TOUAREGS NOW IN STOCK!

2003 GOLF GL
P/Windows, P/Locks, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Much More!
$209 PER MONTH + TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
TURBO DIESELS AVAILABLE
* Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.
¥ 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
¥ 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2003 JETTA GL
P/Windows, P/Locks, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Much More!
$216 PER MONTH + TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
TURBO DIESELS AVAILABLE
* Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.
¥ 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
¥ 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2003 ALL NEW PASSAT GL
P/Windows, P/Locks, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Much More!
$289 PER MONTH + TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
PASSAT WAGONS ARE NOW HERE!
* Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.
¥ 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
¥ 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2003 NEW BEETLE GL
P/Windows, P/Locks, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Much More!
$224 PER MONTH + TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
TURBO DIESELS AVAILABLE
* Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.
¥ 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
¥ 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2003 All New GTI
$265 PER MONTH + TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
BIG SELECTION!
* Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.
¥ 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
¥ 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2004 TOUAREG
GO TOPLESS OVER 20 IN STOCK

HUGE SELECTION OF 20TH ANNIVERSARY MODELS AVAILABLE! HURRY WHILE THEY LAST!

We Can Assist You With:
FIRST TIME BUYERS
COLLEGE GRAD PROGRAM
CREDIT PROGRESS PROGRAM

We Can Assist You With:
• Credit Problems
VW MILES FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WERE AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S LARGEST VW INVENTORY

ARISTOCRAT VOLKSWAGEN
4175 S. Hwy 17-92 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)
407-365-3300

SERVICE DEPT OPEN SATURDAY 9 - 5
Epilepsy drugs may curb food addictions. \[\text{This is a sentence from the text.}\]

\section*{Epilepsy drugs may curb food addictions.}

While a new study offers hope to some 45.5 million Americans with epilepsy, it also suggests that certain medications might have unexpected effects on appetite.

Epilepsy, a neurological disorder that affects approximately one percent of the population, is characterized by seizures and can be treated with a variety of medications. However, this study suggests that some of these medications may also be affecting weight.

The study, published in the journal *Neurology*, found that adults taking certain antiseizure medications were more likely to experience weight gain than those not taking these medications. However, the study also found that weight gain was not a universal effect of these medications and that it was more common in certain subgroups.

This study is significant because it highlights the need for further research into the potential side effects of antiseizure medications, particularly on weight.

If you think your doctor is prescribing too much medication for you, it might be worth discussing your concerns with them. They can help you find the right balance between effective treatment and minimizing any side effects.

JENNIFER LEVITZ

The Washington Post 2006
Victims stand by band members

Who said Ticketmaster of The Station on the right of the line and who had driven to Orlando with a friend earlier in the day — and gained a chance to meet with Russell.

The continuing one made with Russell, too, in a sort of normal concern. As Russell posed for a picture with the young woman, he asked about The Station line. "How do you feel tonight?" he asked outside a window. She answered and then they walked for the concerts.

Russell was joined a radio station, told a black leather jacket and an arm around his kind of a shoulder. He said he had lost both pounds partly because, in artistic written after the five experienced referred to him as looking perfectly.

In an interview with The Station several fans had stood next and had "out on the beach. He said he would be another malarious, one of respect for the West Warwick, R.I., artist he visited before The Station show and invited to the show. The artist didn't make it out.
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Economy Gained Jobs Last Month

The long-existing trend in the economy of job gains finally is emerging.

Recent reports point to September for the first time in eight months, according to the Labor Department. The weakness was the result of a "shaky" housing market, and a "high" number of jobs is necessary to create a "golden" cushion for the job market. The trends are not going to be able to swallow the slack in the job market, economists said before long, job growth has been "bumpy" and "worst performances outside a major recession.

Cox Goes to Mat

With ESPN, Fox Communications for a long time has been the leader in sportscasting. The network's regional sports networks are early to market, with the Fox network's first broadcast in 1979.

The country's fourth-largest cable operator is reporting a profit of $1.6 billion in the second quarter, up 26% from a year ago. The company's revenue increased by 18% to $2.6 billion, and its operating income rose by 18% to $1.8 billion.

The company's earnings were hurt by a $600 million charge related to its investment in DirecTV, which is part of a joint venture with AT&T Inc. The charge was due to the impairment of the investment's value.

The company's revenue was up 13% to $4.5 billion, but that was mostly because of higher ad revenue and a stronger performance in its cable entertainment business.

World Bank Faults

Tight Regulation

The World Bank, warning of a slowing down in the global economy, said a "tinge of pessimism" in the world's financial markets has dampened expectations for rapid growth in 2014.

The report, covering 191 economies, said the world economy is "suffering from a range of challenges" and "the global economy is still fragile and vulnerable to shocks.

The report said the world's economy is "decentralized and hard to manage," but it also said "the world economy is still fragile and vulnerable to shocks.

Long Shot

For Penguin: U.S. History

By Jerey A. Thomas

P

lying to the rising tide of "tuff" and "tuff" in the United States, the publisher of Penguin Press has decided to publish a new book that will surely catch the eye of history buffs.

Marcus Aurelius was a Roman emperor who ruled for 30 years. He was known for his wisdom and his writings on leadership. But he was also a skilled military strategist and a great general.

The book is called "The Art of War" and it is about the life of Marcus Aurelius. It is written in the form of a letter to his son, Lucius Aurelius, and it is a guide to life and leadership.

The book is a bestseller and it has been translated into many languages. It is available in hardcover and ebook editions. The publisher, Penguin Press, has also released an audio version.

The book is available at bookstores and online retailers. It is a must-read for anyone interested in history, leadership, and philosophy.
Fighting against militarism shows courage
In response to your front-page article [Feb. 10] about the student walkout in Sacramento, I write to you for support.
When I saw the third-rate drawing of the president I thought, What a shame! Then, when I saw the third-rate drawing of the president I thought, What a shame! Then, I knew I could not stand by and let this happen.

My name is Daniel and I am a senior at University College. I am writing to you to express my concern about the recent events that have taken place on our campus.

I have been following the events closely and I am appalled at the way the university has handled them. I believe that the students have a right to protest and express their views, and I support their efforts to create a more inclusive and just campus.

I urge you to take action to address the issues raised by the students. I hope that you will listen to their concerns and take steps to improve the campus environment.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,
Daniel

Opinions

Recall could bring rebirth to California
It’s finally over. Two months of frenetic politicking and debating is over and the election is settled.

The battle for the initiative to recall Governor Schwarzenegger is over. The voters have spoken and the outcome is clear.

Schwarzenegger’s approval rating has dropped to an all-time low. The people of California have spoken and they want change.

The recall campaign was a turning point in California’s history. It was a moment of great political significance. It was a moment when the people had their voice heard.

We must now take this opportunity to move forward and build a better California. We must work together to create a future that is brighter for all Californians.

The recall process can be a catalyst for positive change. It can be a chance to refocus on the needs of the people and work towards a more just and equitable society.

Let us take this opportunity to build a better future for California. Let us work together to create a brighter tomorrow.

Thank you for your support.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
Congratulations
December 2003
Graduates!

Welcome to our alumni family. You will soon join thousands of fellow UCF graduates. Get a head start and join the UCF Alumni Association today. Take advantage of the discounted "new grad" special:

- $35 for a full year of membership (regularly $35) or $55 for two years (regularly $70)
- A FREE 2003 t-shirt with the December 2003 graduates' names listed on it
- With membership comes many discounts, benefits and services, including saving 15% off UCF logo merchandise in the UCF Bookstore

Stop by the UCF Bookstore anytime between October 13-17 for one-stop-shopping to order your cap & gown, your announcements and to join the UCF Alumni Association all at the same time.

For more information visit
www.ucfalumni.com or
call (407) UCF-ALUM.
Toll Free (800) 330-ALUM.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
Kaplan Scholarship

Estimated Award $1100

DEADLINE FOR ENTRY OCTOBER 17, 2003

Courses Available for All Classes

GRE GMAT LSAT MCAT

Applications Available Online at
www.sga.ucf.edu

Supported by the Activity and Service Fee through the Student Government Association
**Stayin’ alive**

UCF and Ohio battle to stay aloft in MAC East

ASHLEY BURNS

Quarterback Jon Bivens and the Knights brought to Athens, Ohio, Saturday hoping to pull off a second consecutive win over an American Conference opponent.

UCF (6-3) will take on the Bobcats of Ohio (4-5-0), a team that showed up at the Citrus Bowl for last year’s game of the Sun Belt and provided a surprising display of offense. UCF won that inaugural matchup 45-22.

This week, however, will depend on good defense and consistency.

"We look at our game last year and in two Haynes who put the dagger in us in the fourth quarter,” Ohio head coach Jim Kielb. "They're an offensively good team but they're not as good defensively as they were last year and we need to take advantage of that."

The Bobcats’ only victory this season came against Division I-AA Eastern Kentucky. Ohio State has more than 10 offensive players and nationally ranked Northern Illinois, losing the 2002 MAC title.

Ohio is led by the legs of quarterback and running back student Freddie Bay and Southern defensive player 'played in the Ohio Bobcats’ offense last season and started in the 2002 MAC title game against Bowling Green.

"We are going to have to be prepared to handle this hostile environment," Kielb said. "The Bobcats have been a very consistent team this year and we need to prepare ourselves for that."

The Bobcats have scored the most touchdowns in the MAC, winning 11 of 12 games and is 5-1 all-time against the Panthers.

"It’s not an easy place to play in," Columbus said. "We will need to be prepared for this.

"They’re obviously going to be a good team."

The Bobcats return home after a tough loss to Buffalo, who come to this university to compete. This is a stretch of home games for Ohio State. The Bobcats are looking to make a statement in the MAC East.

**Defining a new rivalry**

There’s more to UCF USF than football

ASHLEY BURNS

Last year was my first year here at UCF and I was one of many impressive students who came to this university. However, it was not from a different level. UCF is not in competition with the University of Florida, but rather with Ohio State and Tennessee.

UCF basketball teams (one combined) are 18-1 against UCF last season.

UCF, which entered the season as one of the nation’s top 25 teams, played well and was competitive in almost every game.

The Bobcats return home against Ohio State, who come to this university to compete. This is a stretch of home games for Ohio State. The Bobcats are looking to make a statement in the MAC East.
The beauty of this game is Haynes and Rivera look to have another big day on the ground.

Haynes and Rivera have been the keys to USF's success so far this season. Haynes leads the nation in rushing yards per game, while Rivera has been a consistent threat in the passing game. Both players are expected to have big games against Buffalo, which will likely come down to the ground game.

Buffalo is known for its strong rushing defense, so Haynes and Rivera will need to put up big numbers to help prop up the USF offense. If they can do that, USF will have a good chance of winning the game and securing the spot in the top-25 rankings.

On the other hand, Buffalo will need to contain Haynes and Rivera if they want to have a chance of winning. If they can do that, they'll be in a good position to pull off an upset and gain some national attention.

Overall, this game is sure to be a tight contest, and both teams will need to bring their A-game to come out on top. With Haynes and Rivera looking to have another big day, it will be interesting to see how Buffalo's defense holds up.

As for picks, most analysts are predicting a close game, with USF slightly favored. However, anything can happen on the field, and fans will be watching with bated breath to see how this game plays out.
Welcome to the circus

By AMBER PLANK

The girls are on top of the world. It's 9:00 p.m. on a Tuesday afternoon and they're deciding whether to make a run to the local Waikiki Bowls for a late-night bowling session. They're having too much fun to care about the early morning.
Bizarre cartoon delivers laughs, gross-out antics

Fiedl names like Cuttles, Ogles, Klim, and Barbus are in order to believe anything he says in "Happy Tree Friends." For instance, one of the shows I enjoy the most starts out with the ritualized blessing of a sacred orange, looking his shirt and trying to eat the shirt. The000 and Lumpy rush to the door in all but a towel, leaving the electric stove and microwave. The Girl Scout starts screaming, and Lumpy hurries to put his mittens on. Eventually falling out, the mixer was off. Standing in front of a Girl Scout who's wearing a shirt, we remember the 1998 Matthew Shepard incident and said it was wicked. The play is sold out, but those who reserved seats in the previous days can enter early and get a seat on the stage. Oh, tickets are for students with a valid UCF ID only. The tickets price is $15.00.

TOPPING

Barbours Gem Biscuits

15% OFF with student ID
ALL DAY EVERY DAY

FREE DELIVERY

HOURS: Mon-Thu 11am-9pm • Fri-Sat 11am-11pm • Sun 11am-7pm
12129 University Blvd. Orlando, FL 32817
407-207-OBEES
Switchfoot’s ‘Beautiful’ not a ‘Letdown’

DEMON-DIAP

The modern-rock quartet Switchfoot released its fourth album, a palette of beautiful lyrics and very few musical signs. "The Beautiful Letdown" is a novel album that embraces life and death, love and fame, with the effectiveness of love and the art of an artist.

With "More Than Fine," SwitchfootTel off the point. The song is high-plotted. The band tried using a different sound, which just didn’t sell them. At the end, It’s hard to hear this song and believe they thought it was worthy of a place on the disc.

The vocals bulit up "24" rounds of the CD, giving a perfectly beautiful ending. The ending serves as a 24-year-old’s search for meaning when he’s been searching for years, and it’s a good place to end the album.

Ultimately, the album is a wonderful combination of modern rock sounds and heartfelt ballads. Switchfoot has risen above audaciously to give music fans a completely open, genuine, and heartfelt heartfelt ballad.

Switchfoot will be performing in Orlando on Oct. 24 at The Sound.

---

Authors only reinforce views of fans

---

music

I keep taking names of the ones who have organized their concerts. Coulter and Franken are the two political writers that are the most effective in convincing students.

They believe these books are facts, but are not. They believe they are a valid news source.

"I believe students should be reading for a class," said Benson. "As an artist, I can realize that some students do not like how he promoted his books." He goes right on the offensive.

It is evident that the professors and students do not agree on one idea. They disagree on political beliefs and it only hurts the opinions of those who already agree with the author.

---

SAVE up to $22*

on general admission in advance with specially marked Coca-Cola can and FL/GA ID or coupon from participating BURGER KING® restaurants.

Tickets limited. Buy NOW! halloweenhorrornights.com

Stop by the student union for more information

---

DO YOU WANT TO BE IN PICTURES?

Halloween Horror Nights

at Universal's Islands of Adventure

Meet the Director.

The screams he captures on film are real. And whether you realize it or not, you've just been cast in his next picture.

Oct. 3-5, 10-12, 15-19, 22-26, 28-31, Nov. 1 + Starts at 7 pm

---

*Terms and conditions apply. See the fine print on the back of the coupon for the eligibility requirements. The artist license is specifically for this purpose.
**Central Florida Future**

**AD RATES**

- $100 for 2 lines (10 words)
- $50 for 1 line (5 words)
- $10 for 1/2 line (2-5 words)

**HELP WANTED**

**General**

**Hiring Begins Monday, October 13th**

*Line & Food Service* 

*Servers* • *Bartenders* • *Busboys*

**Retail**

*Managers* • *Salesclerks* • *Cashiers*

**Other**

*Childcare Providers* • *Nanny* • *Housekeeper*

*Medical**

*Registered Nurses* • *Medical Assistants* • *CNA*

**Hospitality**

*Front Desk* • *Housekeeping* • *Event Planners*

*Travel**

*Travel Agents* • *Travel Hosts* • *Tour Guides*

**Education**

*Instructors* • *Tutors* • *Program Directors*

**Government & Public**

*Police* • *Fire* • *Emergency Services*

**Manufacturing**

*Plant Managers* • *Supervisors* • *Laborers*

**Construction**

*Foremen* • *Contractors* • *Electricians*

**Technology**

*Systems Integrators* • *Network Engineers* • *Programmers*

**Legal**

*Attorneys* • *Paralegals* • *Litigators* • *Legal Admins*

**Transportation**

*Drivers* • *Warehouseman* • *Logisticians*

**Sales & Marketing**

*Sales Managers* • *Sales Representatives* • *Marketing Managers*

**Human Resources**

*Recruiters* • *Benefits Coordinators* • *HR Coaches*

**Engineering & Design**

*Engineers* • *Architects* • *Designers* • *Technicians*

**Healthcare**

*Pharmacists* • *Nurse Practitioners* • *Physical Therapists*

**Health & Fitness**

*Personal Trainers* • *Health coaches* • *Nutritionists*

**Arts & Entertainment**

*Artists* • *Producers* • *Directors* • *Stage Managers*

**Multimedia**

*Web Developers* • *Graphic Designers* • *IT Professionals*

**Other**

*Volunteers* • *Interns* • *Other Industries*

---

**ADVERTISER’S OPPORTUNITIES**

- 300 x 250
- 250 x 250
- 200 x 200
- 150 x 150
- 100 x 100

**SPECIAL OFFER**

- 25% Off for Non-Profit Organizations

---

**Barbara’s Work Wanted: General**

- $150 for 2 lines (10 words)
- $80 for 1 line (5 words)
- $15 for 1/2 line (2-5 words)

---

**HELP WANTED**

**General**

- **Nanny**

- **Housekeeping**

- **Childcare Providers**

- **Nurse Practitioners**

- **Physical Therapists**

- **Personal Trainers**

- **Artists**

- **Web Developers**

- **Graphic Designers**

- **IT Professionals**

---

**HELP WANTED**

**Sales & Marketing**

- **Sales Managers**

- **Sales Representatives**

- **Marketing Managers**

---

**HELP WANTED**

**Human Resources**

- **Recruiters**

- **Benefits Coordinators**

- **HR Coaches**

---

**HELP WANTED**

**Engineering & Design**

- **Engineers**

- **Architects**

- **Designers**

- **Technicians**

---

**HELP WANTED**

**Healthcare**

- **Pharmacists**

- **Nurse Practitioners**

- **Physical Therapists**

---

**HELP WANTED**

**Health & Fitness**

- **Personal Trainers**

- **Health coaches**

- **Nutritionists**

---

**HELP WANTED**

**Arts & Entertainment**

- **Artists**

- **Producers**

- **Directors**

- **Stage Managers**

---

**HELP WANTED**

**Multimedia**

- **Web Developers**

- **Graphic Designers**

- **IT Professionals**

---

**HELP WANTED**

**Other**

- **Volunteers**

- **Interns**

- **Other Industries**

---

**ADVERTISER’S OPPORTUNITIES**

- 300 x 250
- 250 x 250
- 200 x 200
- 150 x 150
- 100 x 100

---

**SPECIAL OFFER**

- 25% Off for Non-Profit Organizations

---

**Barbara’s Work Wanted: General**

- $150 for 2 lines (10 words)
- $80 for 1 line (5 words)
- $15 for 1/2 line (2-5 words)

---

**HELP WANTED**

**General**

- **Nanny**

- **Housekeeping**

- **Childcare Providers**

- **Nurse Practitioners**

- **Physical Therapists**

- **Personal Trainers**

- **Artists**

- **Web Developers**

- **Graphic Designers**

- **IT Professionals**

---

**HELP WANTED**

**Sales & Marketing**

- **Sales Managers**

- **Sales Representatives**

- **Marketing Managers**

---

**HELP WANTED**

**Human Resources**

- **Recruiters**

- **Benefits Coordinators**

- **HR Coaches**

---

**HELP WANTED**

**Engineering & Design**

- **Engineers**

- **Architects**

- **Designers**

- **Technicians**

---

**HELP WANTED**

**Healthcare**

- **Pharmacists**

- **Nurse Practitioners**

- **Physical Therapists**

---

**HELP WANTED**

**Health & Fitness**

- **Personal Trainers**

- **Health coaches**

- **Nutritionists**

---

**HELP WANTED**

**Arts & Entertainment**

- **Artists**

- **Producers**

- **Directors**

- **Stage Managers**

---

**HELP WANTED**

**Multimedia**

- **Web Developers**

- **Graphic Designers**

- **IT Professionals**

---

**HELP WANTED**

**Other**

- **Volunteers**

- **Interns**

- **Other Industries**

---

**ADVERTISER’S OPPORTUNITIES**

- 300 x 250
- 250 x 250
- 200 x 200
- 150 x 150
- 100 x 100

---

**SPECIAL OFFER**

- 25% Off for Non-Profit Organizations

---

**Barbara’s Work Wanted: General**

- $150 for 2 lines (10 words)
- $80 for 1 line (5 words)
- $15 for 1/2 line (2-5 words)
HOW’S YOUR MATH DOING??

A merchant increased the original price of an item by 10 percent. If she then reduces the new price by 10 percent, the final result in terms of the original price is*

A) a decrease of 1 percent
B) a decrease of 11 percent
C) no net change
D) an increase of 1 percent
E) an increase of 11 percent

* If you chose answer "C", come take one of our classes to brush up on a few test-taking techniques, especially the one about "Avoiding the Obvious Answer." Please go to our website above to find the answer...and then register for our next available class.